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ABSTRACT

Low back pain (LBP) is a disabling problem among both the sexes throughout the world. It is a big burden to the national economy, as it is associated with disability, work absence and poor quality of life. It affects 60-80% of people at some point of life. A point prevalence of up to 23% in the world’s adults has been reported for chronic LBP. Different types of home- or clinic-based physiotherapy management protocols are available for LBP. But adherence of physiotherapy management protocol is important. These can improve the chronic LBP to enable the patients to live a normal life.
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INTRODUCTION

Low back pain (LBP) is a disabling problem among both the sexes throughout the world. It is a big burden to the national economy, as it is associated with disability, work absence and poor quality of life. Pain in the lumbosacral region of the spine that persist for more than 12 weeks is referred to as chronic low back pain (CLBP). In general, CLBP is thought to be a result of mechanical factors like poor work habits & posture, type of profession and psychological factors rather than an underlying ailment like pathological factors.¹

Back pain affects 60-80% of people at some point of life. A point prevalence of up to 23% in the world’s adults has been reported for chronic LBP. This population has also shown a one-year recurrence rate of 24-80%. Even 11-33% adolescents suffer from LBP ².

CLBP is associated with disability at bio psychosocial level, with the pain and disability at physiological, psychological and social factors which reciprocally affect one another.³,⁴ Patients with CLBP frequently experiences a reduced quality of life as it can interfere with the day-to-day activities of daily living like dressing, cooking, walking, bathing and work-related functions etc.² However, many studies have shown that both pain and disability have an impact on a patient’s quality of life and are more influenced by their duration.⁵

To deal with the quality of life in the patients with chronic low back pain, various outcome measures have been designed. These outcome measures are a crucial component of evidence-based practice intended to show efficacy and support physical therapist’s care⁶. Contemporary healthcare systems are heavily burdened by CLBP, because it poses high treatment expenses and rising societal
costs to the sufferer. Patient adherence is crucial for the success of home-based, unsupervised exercise programs but challenging to acquire. It is a self-limiting condition. "The extent to which a person's behaviour corresponds with approved suggestions from a health care practitioner" is how adherent behaviour is defined (WHO, 2003). Patients must attend clinic appointments, stick to the clinic and home-based components of the treatment, therefore evaluating adherence is challenging because it is not a single, consistent behaviour.

Obesity and musculoskeletal disorders (MSD) are also strongly linked. Obesity and MSD like LBP represent a considerable health problem globally. MSD are cumulative in nature and develop gradually in response to prolonged repetitive activities or load that affects the soft tissues of the body. The association between overweight and obesity and MSD has been well described in literature but it remains controversial. Due to MSDs people tend to avoid physical work and consequent gain weight. Excessive weight gain may result in development of obesity which can cause musculoskeletal problem indicating strong bidirectional relationship between both. Obesity is commonly defined on the basis of the Body Mass Index (BMI), which is calculated by dividing body weight (kg) by body height (m) squared. This measure commonly describes the level of fatness in population and widely used to estimate population trends in fat for the past several decades. LBP affect activities of daily living (ADL). A variety of factors can cause CLBP in women. While some causes are common to all sexes, conditions and factors specifically related to CLBP among female includes menstrual pain, post-menopausal pain, pelvic inflammatory disease, fibroid, endometriosis, pregnancy related LBP, ovarian cyst, prolapse uterus, urinary incontinence etc. But there are scopes which can help to prevent or relieve most LBP episodes, especially for women younger than age 60 and in post-natal stage.

If prevention fails, simple home treatment and using the body correctly often will heal the back within a few weeks. Surgery is rarely needed to treat LBP if conservative measures are taken timely. Physiotherapy can easily prevent and even cure LBP.

Management available for chronic LBP: Different types of management procedures are available for CLBP in physiotherapy. Many of them involve a need to follow the prescribed protocol at home and some of them are to be carried out in the physiotherapy clinical set up. So, the subjects can improve their quality of life and at the same time burden of the patients in the out-patient’s department (OPD) in the hospital may also reduce. Studies shows that simple exercise and postural advice during and after pregnancy gives very good results. Scientifically designed exercise program helps to reduce pain & stiffness in the joints, easier normal delivery, improves urinary control, improves flexibility, reduce coccyx pain, and even maintains long term fitness level of women.

CLBP is a simple problem, made difficult due to poor patient adherence to the advice given. Following Case Report amply demonstrates it.

**CASE REPORT**

A 29-year-old unmarried woman working privately as a fashion designer, was referred to the physiotherapy department from pain clinic of PGIMER, Chandigarh in February, 2017. She was an active and enthusiastic girl who wanted to participate sports and games. But she was forced to stop participating in sports due to her poor fitness level. She was having CLBP for last 13 years. She had consulted different general medical practitioners, who advised her conservative management along with physiotherapy. However, she never adhered to the regime advised by physiotherapists. Apparently, she was not advised to do it seriously by her doctors. No improvement was there. Rather,
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her condition deteriorated day by day, physically and psychologically.

**Past History:** The patient had injured her low back area at the age of 16 years while she was playing with her class mates in the school. Her family physician prescribed her some medications and advised her to avoid any heavy activities. But there was not much relief. She consulted different general medical practitioners for next 3-4 years but the pain persisted.

As the pain continued to worsen day by day, she consulted specialists, orthopedicians and neurosurgeons in a private hospital. Oral medications were advised along with local administration of steroid (epidural injection) in the low back area (L-2, L-3) under local anesthesia in 2008. She was alright for few months after taking such treatment, but problem relapsed with a more severe intensity and she was unable to continue her regular activities of daily life.

**Management done at physiotherapy department, PGIMER, Chandigarh:**

The patient was advised a physiotherapy protocol which included a warm-up session of different exercises (awareness of the back, pelvic tilt, lumbar rotation, arm movements, whole-body movement in standing). These well-known exercises target the muscles of the back extensors, abdominals, lateral buttocks, trunk rotators, posterior buttocks, leg muscles, oblique abdominals (e.g. the plank, diagonal arm and leg lift), as well as exercises for flexibility. After each set of exercise session, the patient was asked to keep a record of the level of each exercise\(^20\).

In addition, following exercise program along with the electrotherapy modalities were also advised with regular follow ups.

a) Microwave Diathermy and Intermittent lumber traction (MWD & ILT) for 10 sittings.

b) Ultrasound therapy in the tender point (lumbo-sacral area & SI joint area).

c) Spinal stabilization, spinal flexion & spinal rotation exercise.

d) Tender point massage.

e) Postural adjustment and modifications as per the requirements of the patient’s professional and personal aspects.

The first set of management protocol was completed over 15 days. The patient sincerely followed the advice. There was significant improvement in her pain and flexibility. As per patient’s version, there was a 40% relief in pain and flexibility.

After that, the patient was asked to continue the exercises along with hot water fomentation and postural care at home. She was advised to avoid any heavy exercise at home, with a caution to stop the exercise if any complications arose. She was advised to report for the follow up after one month for another set of physiotherapeutic intervention. She strictly continued at home with all the exercises advised.

After one month, the patient was better. She was then put on the second set of treatment for another 10 sittings along with few more exercises for increasing physical fitness related to strength, flexibility and pain reduction. This set of physiotherapeutic treatment were continued every three months till next one and half year. The patient strictly followed up all the advice as per the instructions of the physiotherapist.

Physically and mentally patient became much better gradually and started living a normal life. There was very good improvement in comparison to pretreatment stage. She continued doing the exercises and other home management later on as per the advice of the physiotherapist.

**RESULT**

The follow up was continued for every six months till next 5 years. She was able to maintain her fitness level later on very well. In 2020, she got married and started living normally. In the last review in July 2023, it was found that the patient was doing very well. Occasionally, she does have low back pain episodes even now. For this, she takes hot water fomentation which gives her very
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CONCLUSION
Here, the responsibilities of physiotherapists are also very much important. They are required to motivate the patient along the normal physiotherapeutic treatment. They should also investigate the root cause of the problems so that treatment plan can be arrange accordingly. For this planning, physiotherapist needs to spend more time with the patients so that they can explain their problems to them without any hesitation. So, the outcome depends on the adherence of the patients with physical therapy treatment as well as the proper planning of the treatment strategy and motivation of the patient by the physiotherapist.

DISCUSSION
As LBP becomes persistent over time it is linked to long-term incapacity and, as a result, which imposes a heavy socioeconomic burden on the affected people. Around 80 percent of low back pain-related medical expenses and societal costs are borne by the 10 percent of patients who also have chronic pain and disability. Low back pain is a common condition that responds well to physiotherapeutic treatment. However, the patients must follow their treatment regimen for physical therapy to be successful. One of the core and crucial components of physiotherapy is giving patients a home exercise program which shall strictly be followed for better outcomes.2

It is observed by the physical therapists that many a time patient do not follow the home exercise regimens they are recommended. Completing all home exercises as directed and adjusting to suggested behavioural changes are clearly necessary for a successful response to physical therapy. Poor treatment outcomes are the result of patient non-adherence with physical therapy21. It is reportedly one of the main causes of delayed recovery or recurrence of the symptoms. This also happened with this patient previously. But when she reported to physiotherapy department PGIMER, Chandigarh, she got the correct advice and motivation. Then she became a very good follower of the physiotherapeutic instructions. She had even contemplated committing suicide, because of all the complications she was suffering from. But after the complete physiotherapy session, she started living like a normal woman.
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